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Singlet-triplet gaps in diradicals by the spin-flip approach:
A benchmark study

Lyudmila V. Slipchenko and Anna I. Krylov
Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0482

~Received 14 May 2002; accepted 14 June 2002!

The spin-flip approach has been applied to calculate vertical and adiabatic energy separations
between low-lying singlet and triplet states in diradicals. The spin-flip model describes both closed-
and open-shell singlet and~low-spin! triplet states within a single reference formalism as
spin-flipping, e.g.,a→b, excitations from a high-spin triplet (Ms51) reference state. Since both
dynamical and nondynamical correlation effects are much smaller for the high-spin triplet states
than for the corresponding singlet states, the spin-flip models yield systematically more accurate
results than their traditional~non-spin-flip! counterparts. For all the diradicals studied in this work,
the spin-flip variant of the coupled-cluster model with double excitations yields energy separations
which are within less than 3 kcal/mol of the experimental or the highly accurate multireference
values. In most cases the errors are about 1 kcal/mol. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following Salem,1 we can define diradicals as molecul
with two electrons occupying two~near!-degenerate molecu
lar orbitals. More loosely, Salem considers molecules wit
broken bond as diradicals. Since chemical reactions invo
bond breaking, diradicals as reaction intermediates or tra
tion states are essential in interpreting mechanisms.2–5

Figure 1 shows the six Slater determinants which can
generated by distributing two electrons in two molecular
bitals. From these, three singlet,$C i

s% i 51
3 , and three triplet,

$C i
t% i 51

3 , wave functions can be composed as follows:

C1
s5 1

2 @l~f1!22A12l2~f2!2#~ab2ba!, ~1!

C2
s5 1

2 @l~f1!21A12l2~f2!2#~ab2ba!, ~2!

C3
s5 1

2 ~f1f21f2f1!~ab2ba!, ~3!

C1
t 5 1

2 ~f1f22f2f1!~ab1ba!, ~4!

C2
t 5 1

& ~f1f22f2f1!~aa!, ~5!

C3
t 5 1

& ~f1f22f2f1!~bb!. ~6!

Heref if j is a shorthand notation for thef i(1)f j (2), and
ab stands for thea(1)b(2). As dictated by the Pauli prin-
ciple, the spatial parts of singlets are symmetric with resp
to the interchange of two electrons, whereas the spatial p
of triplets are antisymmetric.

Much insight concerning the properties of diradicals h
been derived from a simple analysis of these wave functi
and their interactions.1,3,4 For example, all two-electron trip
let states are purely covalent, regardless of the nature of1

and f2 . This is consistent with the Pauli principle whic
does not allow two electrons with the same spin to coexis
the same volume of space, as required in ionic~or zwitter-
ionic! configurations. When the orbitalsf1 andf2 are non-
bonding~heterosymmetric diradical,1 e.g., the twop orbitals
4690021-9606/2002/117(10)/4694/15/$19.00
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in methylene!, the singletC3
s is also covalent, whereasC1

s

andC2
s are purely ionic wave functions. However, when t

orbitals f1 and f2 constitute a bonding–antibonding pa
~homosymmetric diradical,1 e.g.,p andp* in twisted ethyl-
ene!, the singletC3

s state becomes purely ionic, whileC1
s

and C2
s can vary from purely ionic to purely covalen

configurations.6

From a methodological point of view, however, it is im
portant that all three singlet wave functions are of tw
determinant form. Whenf1 andf2 are exactly degenerate
each singlet wave function consists of two equally import
configurations. Therefore, the Hartree–Fock wave functi
i.e., the single Slater determinant, is a qualitatively incorr
approximation forC123

s and C1
t . Only a multiconfigura-

tional model which treats the important determinants on
equal footing, such as multiconfigurational self-consist
field ~MCSCF!,7,8 provides an appropriate zero-order wa
function for a diradical. To achieve quantitative accuracy,
appropriate zero-order wave function should be augmen
by dynamical correlation, e.g., by configuration interacti
~MRCI! or perturbation theory~MRPT!. Multireference CI
with single and double excitations~MR-CISD!,9 also known
as second order CI~SOCI!, complete active space SCF wit
second-order perturbation corrections~CASPT2!,10,11or mul-
ticonfigurational quasidegenerate perturbation the
~MCQDPT2!12 are the most commonly used methods of th
type ~see Ref. 13 for a comprehensive review of multiref
ence methods!. Recently, variants of multireference couple
cluster ~MRCC! and equation-of-motion coupled-cluste
~EOM-CC! models targeting diradicals have been introduc
by Nooijen and co-worker.14,15

The inclusion of dynamical correlation is crucial for
correct quantitative~and sometimes even qualitative! de-
scription of the electronic structure of diradicals.16–19 Be-
sides the well-known tendency of bare MCSCF wave fu
tions to overestimate bond lengths and underestim
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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frequencies, the stationary points of the potential energy
face ~PES! corresponding to diradicals can disappear a
higher level of theory.19 Moreover, the balanced descriptio
of nondynamical and dynamical correlations requires ac
spaces much larger than the simple two-orbital one.20

To summarize, the theoretical description of sing
diradicals@Eqs. ~1!–~3!# is difficult due to their multirefer-
ence character. The triplet diradical wave functions, howe
are much simpler. While theMs50 triplet wave function~4!
is also two-configurational, the corresponding high-s
components~5! and ~6! are of single-determinant form
Therefore, these states can be described by any sin
reference method, the accuracy being systematically
proved as one proceeds from the Hartree–Fock mode
wards correlated approaches. With respect to the high-
@Eqs. ~5! and ~6!# triplet states, all singlet states@Eqs. ~1!–
~3!# as well as theMs50 component of the triplet@Eq. ~4!#
are formally single-electron excitations involving spin-flip.
Thus, they can be described by the appropriate sin
reference based excited state theory, e.g., by configura
interaction singles~CIS!,21–23 perturbatively corrected CIS
CIS~D!,24 or EOM-CC models, e.g., EOM-CC with single
and doubles~EOM-CCSD!25,26 or EOM optimized-orbital
coupled-cluster doubles ~EOM-OO-CCD or simply
EOM-OD!.27 This is the essence of the spin-flip~SF!
approach.28–30The SF model describes closed and open s
singlet states within a single-reference formalism as sp
flipping, e.g., a→b, excitations from a triplet(Ms51) ref-
erence state for which both dynamical and nondynam
correlation effects are much smaller than for the correspo
ing singlet state.28–30 By employing theoretical models o
increasing complexity for the reference wave function,
description of the final states can be systematically
proved. Thus, the SF method represents a robust tool
studying diradicals. It has been shown that the SF mod
describe the equilibrium properties of all three diradic
states~1!–~3! with an accuracy comparable to that of trad
tional methods when applied to well behaved molecule29

The primary goal of this paper is to investigate the accur

FIG. 1. Slater determinants which can be generated by distributing
electrons in two molecular orbitals. The projection of the total spin,Ms , is
shown. Determinants~a!–~d! haveMs50. Determinants~a! and~b! are also

eigenfunctions of theŜ2 operator with expectation value zero~singlet!. Note
that these determinants always belong to the fully symmetric irreduc
representation as they are of the closed-shell type. Therefore, they bot
be present in fully symmetric singlet diradical’s wave functions, i.e., E

~1! and ~2!. ^Ŝ2& for the determinants~c! and ~d! equals one. Their linear

combinations are eigenfunctions ofŜ2: ~c!–~d! yields a singlet wave func-
tion @Eq. ~3!#, whereas (c)1(d) yields theMs50 component of a triplet
@Eq. ~4!#. Determinants~e! and~f! are high-spinMs561 components of the
triplet state@Eqs.~5! and ~6!, respectively#.
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of the SF models for evaluating energy differences, e
singlet–triplet~ST! gaps in diradicals.

Since the diradical states~1!–~4! differ in their character
~i.e., triplets are covalent while singlets may vary fro
purely covalent to purely ionic!, it is not surprising that their
chemical properties are also considerably different.31 The
small energy separation between these states makes
easily accessible in experiments, thereby allowing us to fi
tune the chemical properties of diradicals.32 Determining the
energy separation between triplet and low-lying singlet sta
of diradicals is the first step in understanding their chemi
properties.

Most of the previously reported calculations of ST ga
have used MRCI or MRPT methods.17–19,33–51Due to the
difficulties inherent in multireference techniques, the ca
bility of highly correlated single reference models to d
scribe some of the diradical states has raised a conside
enthusiasm: Schreiner and co-workers have repo
applications52,53 of Brueckner CCD54 with perturbative ac-
count of the triples, B-CCD~T! method55 ~spin-symmetry
broken solutions have been employed to describeC3

s , while
C1

s has been modeled within a spin-restricted formalism!.
Moreover, a number of attempts have been made to gen
ize density functional theory~DFT! to treat multireference
situations.56–58

The structure of the paper is as follows: The next sect
outlines the SF approach and computational details, Sec
presents numerical examples for ST energy gaps in sele
diradicals, and Sec. IV gives our concluding remarks.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS

A. Theory

In traditional ~non-SF! single-reference based excite
state models, the excited state wave functions are par
etrized as follows:

CMs50
s,t 5R̂Ms50C̃Ms50

s , ~7!

whereC̃Ms50
s is a closed-shell reference wave function, a

the operatorR̂ is an excitation operator truncated at a certa
level of excitation~which should be consistent with the the
oretical model employed to describe the referenceC̃s!. Note
that only excitation operators which do not change the to
number ofa andb electrons, i.e.,Ms50, need to be consid
ered in Eq.~7!.

When the closed-shell referenceC̃s is well described by
a single-reference wave function, the excited singlet and t
let states@including open-shell configurations, such as E
~3! and~4!# are also well described by Eq.~7!. However, the
quality of the excited statesCs,t deteriorates when a single
reference description ofC̃s becomes inappropriate, as i
the case of diradicals whose singlet states are t
configurational wave functions of type~1!.

To overvcome this problem, the SF model employs
high-spin triplet reference state which is accurately descri
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by a single-reference wave function. The target sta
closed- and open-shell singlets and triplets, are describe
spin-flipping excitations:

CMs50
s,t 5R̂Ms521C̃Ms511

t , ~8!

whereC̃Ms511
t is theaa component of the triplet referenc

state,CMs50
s,t stands for the final (Ms50) singlet and triplet

states, respectively, and the operatorR̂Ms521 is an excitation
operator that flips the spin of an electron. As can be s
from Fig. 1, all the configurations used to describe diradi
wave functions~1!–~4! are formally single excitations with
respect to configuration~5!. Therefore, the SF ansatz~8! is
sufficiently flexible to describe both closed-shell and op
shell diradical states in a balanced fashion, i.e., without ov
emphasizing the importance of one of the configurations

Similarly to traditional excited state theories, the d
scription of the final states can be systematically improv
by employing theoretical models of increasing complex
for the reference wave function. For example, the simp
SF model employs a Hartree–Fock wave function, and
operatorR̂ is then truncated at single excitations~SF-CIS or
SF-SCF!.28 SF-CIS can be further augmented by perturbat
corrections@SF-CIS~D! or SF-MP2#.29 A yet more accurate
description can be achieved by describing the reference w
function by a coupled-cluster model, e.g., CCSD
OO-CCD. In this case, the excitation operatorR̂ consists of
single and double excitation operators involving a flip of t
spin of an electron.28 The corresponding SF equations
spin–orbital form are identical to those of traditional excit
state theories, i.e., CIS, CIS~D!, or EOM-OD; however, they
are solved in a different subspace of determinants: non
theories consider onlyMs50 excitation operators, wherea
SF operates in theMs521 subspace. The computation
cost and scaling of SF models is identical to that of
corresponding non-SF excited state theories.

B. Computational details

Several considerations should be taken into acco
when calibrating electronic structure models.59 A direct com-
parison to experiment is not always possible, in particu
when short-lived transient species such as diradicals are
cerned. For example, even for methylene, arguably the m
studied diradical, the experimental data are very scarce
states other than the ground triplet and the lowest sin
states. Moreover, often it is not thevertical but theadiabatic
(Te) excitation energies which are reported. The depende
of Te on equilibrium geometries of both states introduc
additional uncertainties~vertical excitation energies are mo
useful for benchmark purposes, because they are calcu
at the ground state equilibrium geometry!. In addition, most
of the experimentally measured energy separations are
tween the lowest vibrational states (T00) and thus include
changes in zero-point energies~ZPE!. Lastly, it is important
to separate the method from one-electron basis set eff
Unlike molecular geometries and frequencies, the con
gence of energy differences with respect to the latter is ra
slow.59 That is why it is advantageous to benchmark a n
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theory against full configuration interaction~FCI! or other
accurate models, e.g. MRCI or MRPT. In addition to a
dressing the basis set issue, this strategy enables the e
nation of uncertainties due to equilibrium geometries a
ZPEs.

With the above considerations in mind, we start o
benchmark study by calculating singlet–triplet gaps in
oms, i.e., carbon, oxygen, and silicon. Since for atoms th
is no uncertainty associated with equilibrium geometries a
vibrational frequencies, the comparison with experimen
straightforward. Thus, these simple systems allow us to
vestigate the convergence of the SF models with respec
the one-particle basis set. We then proceed to a set of is
lent molecules with a varying diradical character, i.e., CH2,
NH2

1 , SiH2 , and PH2
1 . These diradicals are popular a

benchmark systems,33–39,41,60because of their small size~but
rich electronic structure!, and the availability of experimenta
data.61–66For these systems, we compare the performanc
the SF models against a variety of single- and multirefere
methods, and investigate the convergence of different m
ods with respect to the one-particle basis set. Next we c
sider a set of diatomic molecules with a diradical sing
state~NH, NF, OH1, and O2! for which accurate experimen
tal data are available.67 After thorough investigation of the
performance of the SF method for these semimodel syste
we proceed to two important prototype diradicals: the b
zyne isomers and trimethylenemethane~TMM !. These sys-
tems, which are important in organic and bio-organic che
istry, have attracted the attention of both experimental
and theoreticians.18,42–48,52,68–72

In order to minimize uncertainties due to equilibriu
structures, we follow a commonly used strategy: adiaba
energies are estimated by using the best available struct
the same geometries being used for all the benchma
methods. The choice of structures is specific for each sys
and is discussed in the corresponding sections. For TMM,
also report vertical excitation energies, which are more s
able for benchmarking because they do not depend on
cited states geometries.

To investigate one-particle basis set effects, we comp
ment the calculations in relatively large basis sets by estim
ing the complete basis set~CBS! limiting values. Several
procedures are employed:~i! two-point extrapolation
~CBS-2p!, which is based on cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ ene
gies; ~ii ! two three-point extrapolations based on cc-pVD
cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ energies: CBS-3pa and CBS-3
~iii ! an energy separability scheme where basis set effect
a highly correlated model are evaluated by performing c
culations with a less computationally expensive method.

The two-point procedure~i! extrapolates the asymptoti
values of the total energies in the CBS limit (ECBS) as
follows:59

ECBS5EX1AX23, ~9!

whereX is the basis set cardinal number~i.e., X53 for the
cc-pVTZ basis,X54 for the cc-pVQZ basis, etc.!, EX is the
corresponding total energy,73 and A is a fitting parameter
defined such that Eq.~9! is satisfied for two bases~e.g., for
X53 and forX54!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The three-point extrapolation, CBS-3pa, employs
following formula for the asymptotic behavior of the tot
energy:74,75

ECBS5EX1B exp~2CX!. ~10!

The CBS-3pb three-point extrapolation suggested by Pe
son and co-workers76,77 is defined as:

ECBS5EX1B exp@2~X21!#1C exp@2~X21!2#.
~11!

In Eqs.~10! and ~11!, parametersB andC are defined such
that the corresponding equations are satisfied for the t
basis sets~e.g.,X52, X53, andX54!.

In addition, we have also used an extrapolation te
nique based on an energy separability scheme:

ESF-OD
large 5ESF-OD

small 1~ESF-CIS~D!
large 2ESF-CIS~D!

small !, ~12!

whereElargeandEsmall refer to the total energies calculated
large ~e.g., cc-pVTZ! and small~e.g., 6-31G* ! basis sets.
This procedure assumes that changes in the total energy
to the basis set increase are similar for the less and m
correlated models@e.g., MP2 and CCSD, or SF-CIS~D! and
SF-OD#.

For all extrapolation procedures, the CBS values
singlet-triplet splittings are obtained by taking the diffe
ences between the extrapolated total energies of triplet
singlet states. Calculations are performed using twoab initio
packages,Q-CHEM ~Ref. 78! and PSI III,79 to which our pro-
grams for SF-CIS, SF-CIS~D!, and SF-OD calculations ar
linked. Additional results are obtained using theACES II ab
initio program.80 Multireference calculations are performe
using theGAMESSelectronic structure package.81 Some basis
sets are obtained from the EMSL database.82 All electrons
are active in our calculations unless stated otherwise.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When benchmarkingab initio methods, two aspect
should be addressed:~i! the relative performance of method
with similar computational scaling and cost; and~ii ! the ab-
solute performance, e.g., the accuracy of a given metho
compared against more computationally expensive but m
accurate models. With this in mind, we compare the per
mance of the SF methods with~i! the corresponding non-S
approaches whose computational cost and scaling are id
cal @e.g., SF-CIS vs CIS, SF-CIS~D! versus CIS~D!, SF-OD
versus EOM-OD or EOM-CCSD#; and ~ii ! potentially more
accurate methods which have higher computational c
@e.g., SF-OD vs CCSD~T!/B-CCD~T!, or versus MRPT/
MRCI#. Our results demonstrate that the performance of
SF models is systematically better than that of non-SF m
ods. On an absolute scale, it is comparable to that of
more computationally expensive multi-reference models.

The errors in ST energy gaps calculated by SF a
single-reference non-SF methods are systematic. For
ample, in systems with a triplet ground state, the ene
splittings between the triplet and the closed-shell singlet
overestimated, whereas for systems whose ground state
closed-shell singlet the corresponding energy gaps are un
estimated. The errors in the SF are systematically smalle
Downloaded 21 Aug 2002 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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both cases, with the differences between the SF and non
models getting smaller as more correlated wave functions
employed for the reference. These trends can be easily r
nalized by considering the two electrons in two-orbi
model described in Sec. I.

Consider first the most straightforward approach,
which the energy separation between the lowest singlet
the lowest triplet states is computed as a difference betw
the total energies of the corresponding states calculated
ground state method. For a molecule with a significa
diradical character, the closed-shell singlet stateC1

s is poorly
described by a single-reference wave function which fails
treat determinants~a! and ~b! from Fig. 1 on an equal foot-
ing. Therefore, the resulting total energy of this state is
high. In contrast, the high-spin triplet states~C2

t or C3
t ! are

better described by a single-reference method. That is w
the triplet’s total energy is too low relative to the singlet
and the corresponding energy gap is too small for molecu
with a singlet ground state, and too large for molecules w
a triplet ground state. Sometimes even the ordering of st
can be reversed. For example, Hartree–Fock calculat
predict that the ground state of ozone is a triplet. The imb
ance decreases as more correlated wave functions are
ployed ~e.g., CCSD yields the correct multiplicity of th
ground state; however, the energy gap is still grossly und
estimated!.

A more balanced description can be achieved by e
ploying the corresponding excited state theory@see Eq.~7!#,
e.g., CIS in case of a Hartree–Fock reference wave funct
However, since traditional~i.e., non-SF! single-reference
methods employ a~poorly described! closed-shell singlet
wave functionC1

s as the reference in excited state calcu
tions, the ST gaps are still underestimated~for molecules
with a singlet ground state!. An additional advantage of us
ing excited state theory to calculate ST gaps~as opposed to a
direct energy differences approach! is that it can also de-
scribe other singlet states, e.g., the open-shell singletC3

s and
the second closed-shell singletC2

s . Note that a single-
reference excited state theory will describeC3

s andC1
t in a

more or less balanced fashion, since both states are form
single excitations fromC1

s . Thus, the energy difference be
tweenC1

s and C3
s will also be underestimated. The secon

closed-shell singlet,C2
s , is formally a doubly excited state

from the C1
s reference. Therefore, it can only be describ

by methods that explicitly include double excitations~e.g.,
EOM-OD or EOM-CCSD!. Moreover, the energy of this
state will be too high relative to the singly excited states.
summarize, for a diradical with a triplet ground state~e.g.,
methylene!, single-reference methods will~i! overestimate
the ST energy separation between the triplet and the
closed-shell singlet;~ii ! dramatically overestimate the energ
gap between the triplet and the second closed-shell sin
and ~iii ! underestimate the energy separation between
first closed-shell singlet and open-shell singlet, the relat
ST gap betweenC1

t and C3
s being reproduced relatively

well. When heavily correlated methods~e.g., EOM-OD! are
employed, the description of all states is improved; howev
the inherent imbalance in the non-SF single-reference w
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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functions would result in rather large errors in the relat
energies.

The SF models use a triplet high-spin state, e.g.,C2
t , as

a reference. Since this reference is accurately describe
single-reference wave functions, and since allMs50 elec-
tronic configurations fromC1 – 3

s andC1
t are formally single

electron excitations fromC2
t , all these states are describe

with similar accuracy. Thus, even though the ST gaps w
still be overestimated~in a methylene-type diradical!, the
errors will be systematically smaller than these obtained
the corresponding non-SF methods.

A. 3P-1D energy gaps in carbon, oxygen, and silicon
atoms

In atoms, there is no ambiguity due to geometries a
ZPEs, and therefore the comparison between the calcul
and experimental ST gaps is straightforward. In the follo
ing three examples, we compare the accuracy of the tr
tional excited state methods with that of the SF models
order to elucidate basis set effects on the ST energy di
ences, we employ nine basis sets83 and perform CBS
extrapolations.59,74–77

For all three atoms, the ground state is a triplet3P state,
and the lowest singlet is a1D state. Table I summarizes th
ST energy gaps calculated by the traditional, i.e., non-SF,

TABLE I. The energy separation between1D and3P states~eV! in carbon,
oxygen, and silicon atoms.a

Basis CIS CIS~D! EOM-OD SF-CIS SF-CIS~D! SF-OD

Carbon
DZPb 1.645 1.478 1.520 1.484 1.472 1.462
TZ2P 1.662 1.432 1.490 1.457 1.423 1.41
TZ2P1diff 1.660 1.431 1.489 1.460 1.424 1.417
TZ2PF 1.656 1.348 1.385 1.415 1.341 1.31
TZ2PF1diff 1.654 1.346 1.385 1.417 1.342 1.314
TZ3P2F 1.654 1.320 1.353 1.401 1.315 1.28
cc-pVDZ 1.476 1.465 1.465
cc-pVTZ 1.413 1.342 1.316
cc-pVQZ 1.658 1.300 1.342 1.403 1.300 1.27
CBS-2p 1.396 1.270 1.236
CBS-3pa 1.407 2.310 2.355
CBS-3pb 1.399 1.276 1.244

Oxygen
DZPb 2.307 2.126 2.209 2.168 2.141 2.154
TZ2P 2.318 2.072 2.161 2.155 2.097 2.10
TZ2P1diff 2.317 2.071 2.161 2.158 2.099 2.107
TZ2PF 2.329 2.010 2.087 2.126 2.033 2.02
TZ2PF1diff 2.328 2.009 2.087 2.128 2.035 2.029
TZ3P2F 2.333 1.985 2.060 2.118 2.009 2.00
cc-pVDZ 2.152 2.124 2.131
cc-pVTZ 2.117 2.030 2.024
cc-pVQZ 2.334 1.963 2.041 2.116 1.990 1.98
CBS-2p 2.114 1.960 1.950
CBS-3pa 2.119 1.969 1.963
CBS-3pb 2.116 1.966 1.956

Silicon
TZ2P1diff 1.177 0.979 1.016 0.929 0.938 0.940
cc-pVTZ 1.196 0.880 0.881 0.863 0.827 0.79
cc-pVQZ 1.180 0.820 0.834 0.845 0.787 0.74

aExperimental values are 1.26 eV, 1.97 eV, and 0.75 eV for C, O, and
respectively@A. R. Striganov and N. S. Sventitskii,Tables of Spectral Lines
of Neutral and Ionized Atoms~Plenum, New York, 1968!#.

bFCI/DZP values are 1.471 eV for carbon and 2.166 eV for oxygen.
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the SF methods. The convergence ofDEST with respect to
the basis set is illustrated in Figs. 2~a–c!. Clearly, the SF
results are consistently more accurate than those of the
responding non-SF models. For example, the ST gaps ca
lated by the SF-CIS model are approximately 0.2 eV clo
to the experimental values than those obtained by the

i,

FIG. 2. Singlet-triplet energy separations in carbon~upper panel!, oxygen
~middle panel!, and silicon~lower panel!. The SF-OD/cc-pVQZ values are
very close to the experimental ones. The SF models consistently yield m
accurate results than the non-SF ones.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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method. The difference between the SF-OD and
EOM-OD results is about 0.06–0.09 eV, with the SF resu
being more accurate. The CIS~D! and SF-CIS~D! methods
give similar values of ST gaps~in most basis sets, the differ
ences are about 0.03 and 0.04 eV, less than 0.01 eV
oxygen, silicon, and carbon, respectively!.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! demonstrates that the accurate desc
tion of the ground triplet state and the first excited sing
state~and the energy difference between them! requires basis
sets with extensive polarization~e.g., f functions are very
important!, while diffuse functions do not affect the qualit
of the description. In the case of the less correlated meth
~CIS and SF-CIS!, the basis set convergence is fast. For
more correlated EOM-OD and SF-OD methods, large ba
sets are crucial for obtaining converged results. In the larg
basis set used, cc-pVQZ, the SF-OD results are within 0
eV of the experimental values. The SF-CIS~D! limiting val-
ues deviate from the experiment by no more than 0.04 eV~1
kcal/mol!. For carbon and oxygen, we also estimate the C
values of the ST energy differences by two-point and thr
point extrapolations~see Sec. II B!. For oxygen, all the ap-
proximations give similar results: the CBS values ofEST for
the SF-OD method are about 0.02 eV lower than the exp
mental value. However, the discrepancy between the dif
ent models is much larger in the case of carbon: while
CBS-2p and CBS-3pb values are reasonable, the CBS
extrapolation fails. This is because our CBS-3pa proced
uses cc-pVDZ total energies which are apparently too
from the CBS limit, in order for the extrapolation formu
~10! to be justified. Note that whereas the values of the
gaps calculated in cc-pVDZ basis are reasonable, CBS
which uses cc-pVDZ total energies, yields inconsistent
sults. The CBS-3pb extrapolation appears to be more rob
even though it also uses the cc-pVDZ total energies, it yie
consistent results which agree well with the CBS-2p ones
in the case for oxygen, the CBS-3pb extrapolated SF-
value ofEST in carbon is 0.02 eV lower than the experime
tal value.

B. Methylene and other isovalent molecules

The electronic structure of the isovalent CH2, NH2
1 ,

SiH2 , and PH2
1 molecules is qualitatively described in Fig

1. The orbitalsf1 and f2 ~see Fig. 1! are derived from a
p-orbital and as12xpx-hybridized orbital of the heavy atom
respectively. Thus, in Salem classification, these species
heterosymmetric diradicals~except for the linear geometry!.1

The symmetries of the~nearly! degeneratef1 andf2 are~i!
3a1 and 1b1 in CH2 and NH2

1 and~ii ! 5a1 and 2b1 in SiH2

and PH2
1 . The energy gap betweenf1 and f2 gradually

changes in these series. This tunable diradical chara
along with the small size of these species makes them
attractive model systems for both experimental61–66 and
theoretical33–39,41,60studies.

The ground state of methylene (CH2) and the nitrenium
ion (NH2

1) is the triplet stateX̃ 3B1 whose electronic con
figuration is described by Eqs.~4!–~6!:

X̃ 3B1'~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~1b1!~3a1!. ~13!
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The first excited state is a closed-shell singletã 1A1 state,
i.e., C1

s of Eq. ~1!:

ã 1A1'l~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~3a1!2

2A12l2~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~1b1!2. ~14!

The second excited singlet state is an open-shell sin
b̃ 1B1 , i.e., C3

s of Eq. ~3!, whose electronic configuration i
similar to that of the triplet state of Eq.~13!. The third ex-
cited state is a closed-shell singletc̃ 1A1 of C2

s type @Eq.
~2!#:

c̃ 1A1'l~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~1b1!2

1A12l2~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~3a1!2. ~15!

This state has the same symmetry as the lowest singlet a
formally a double excitation from theã 1A1 state.

At linear geometries, thef1 and f2 orbitals become
exactly degenerate, and the coefficientl reaches its mini-
mum value of 1/&. In this case, the proper labels arec̃ 1Sg

1

for the second closed-shell singlet@Eq. ~15!#, and1Dg for the
first closed-shell and the open-shell singlet states, which t
become exactly degenerate.~For example, the equilibrium
geometry of the second closed-shell singlet state of NH2

1 is
linear, and therefore thec̃ 1Sg

1 label is used.!
As explained by the Walsh correlation diagrams,84 SiH2

and PH2
1 favor a closed-shellC1

s singlet as their ground
state:

X̃ 1A1'l@core#~4a1!2~2b2!2~5a1!2

2A12l2@core#~4a1!2~2b2!2~2b1!2, ~16!

where

@core#5~1a1!2~2a1!2~1b2!2~3a1!2~1b1!2. ~17!

The first excited state in SiH2 and PH2
1 is the triplet ã 3B1

state, whose electronic configuration is:

ã 3B1'@core#~4a1!2~2b2!2~5a1!~2b1!. ~18!

The next state is an open-shell singletÃ 1B1 , whose elec-
tronic configuration is similar to that of theã 3B1 triplet from
Eq. ~18!. Finally, theB̃ 1A1 state has the following electroni
configuration:

B̃ 1A1'l@core#~4a1!2~2b2!2~2b1!2

1A12l2@core#~4a1!2~2b2!2~5a1!2. ~19!

The systematic changes in the diradical character
these species, their ground state multiplicities, and equ
rium geometries can be rationalized by using the Walsh d
grams and Hund rules. By using hybridization theory, Wa
correlates the energy of the four valence orbitals with
H–X– H angle. The two bonding (sXH) and two nonbonding
~f1 andf2! orbitals derive from thes and threep orbitals of
the heavy atom. At linear geometry, the bonding orbitals
sp hybrids, whereas the nonbonding ones are the exa
degenerate nonhybridizedp orbitals. Since the energy of th
valences orbital is lower than that of thep orbitals, the
increaseds character lowers the energy of a hybridized o
bital. At 90°, the twosXH orbitals are unhybridizedp orbit-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Total energies~hartree! for the groundX̃ 3B1 state of CH2 , and adiabatic excitation energies~eV!
for the three singlet states.a

Method X̃ 3B1
ã 1A1 b̃ 1B1

c̃ 1A1

SF-CIS/TZ2P 238.93254 0.883 1.875 3.599
SF-CIS~D!/TZ2P 239.05586 0.613 1.646 2.953
SF-OD/TZ2P 239.08045 0.514 1.564 2.715
CASSCF SOCI/TZ2P~Ref. 33! 239.064939 0.482 1.558 2.697
FCI/TZ2P~Ref. 60! 239.066738 0.483 1.542 2.674
SF-CIS/TZ2P(f ,d) 238.93301 0.878 1.839 3.590
SF-CIS~D!/TZ2P(f ,d) 239.06782 0.577 1.579 2.882
SF-OD/TZ2P(f ,d) 239.09229 0.480 1.495 2.647
CASSCF SOCI/TZ2P(f ,d) ~Ref. 33! 239.076865 0.440 1.486 2.620
SF-CIS/TZ2P(f ,d)1diff 238.93312 0.872 1.838 3.582
SF-CIS~D!/TZ2P(f ,d)1diff 239.06807 0.572 1.577 2.872
SF-OD/TZ2P(f ,d)1diff 239.09253 0.474 1.492 2.637
CASSCF SOCI/TZ2P(f ,d)1diff ~Ref. 33! 239.076983 0.434 1.483 2.608
SF-CIS/TZ3P(2f ,2d) 238.93326 0.865 1.822 3.592
SF-CIS~D!/TZ3P(2f ,2d) 239.07201 0.551 1.551 2.864
SF-OD/TZ3P(2f ,2d) 239.09613 0.454 1.464 2.636
CASSCF SOCI/TZ3P(2f ,2d) ~Ref. 33! 239.080240 0.411 1.450 2.595
SF-CIS/cc-pVDZ 238.92152 0.876 1.933 3.723
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVDZ 239.01685 0.615 1.747 3.157
SF-OD/cc-pVDZ 239.04117 0.524 1.677 2.918
SF-CIS/cc-pVTZ 238.93226 0.869 1.845 3.629
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVTZ 239.06389 0.578 1.579 2.906
SF-OD/cc-pVTZ 239.08793 0.483 1.495 2.674
SF-CIS/cc-pVQZ 238.93471 0.864 1.826 3.603
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVQZ 239.08758 0.541 1.527 2.826
SF-OD/cc-pVQZ 239.11097 0.451 1.447 2.612
SF-CIS/CBS-2p 238.93651 0.860 1.812 3.583
SF-CIS~D!/CBS-2p 239.10487 0.514 1.490 2.767
SF-OD/CBS-2p 239.12779 0.427 1.412 2.567
SF-CIS/CBS-3pa 238.93544 0.861 1.821 3.593
SF-CIS~D!/CBS-3pa 239.11162 0.464 1.535 2.829
SF-OD/CBS-3pa 239.13335 0.395 1.470 2.647
SF-CIS/CBS-3pb 238.93600 0.861 1.816 3.588
SF-CIS~D!/CBS-3pb 239.10197 0.517 1.498 2.780
SF-OD/CBS-3pb 239.12493 0.430 1.420 2.579
Expt. ~Ref. 61! 0.390 1.425

aFCI/TZ2P optimized geometries~Refs. 60 and 86!.
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als, whereas the nonbonding orbitalsf1 andf2 become the
unhybridizeds andp orbitals, respectively. In the diradicals
states discussed in this section, thesXH orbitals are always
doubly occupied and therefore can be excluded from furt
discussion. TheC1

s state is dominated by a configuration
which the two remaining electrons are placed on thef1 or-
bital, which is stabilized at small H–X– H angles. The open
shell C3

s andC123
t states favor larger angles, since bothf1

and f2 host one electron. Finally, the second closed-sh
singlet in whichf2 is doubly occupied favors the large
H–X– H angles~up to 180°, as in NH2

1!.
In order to explain the changes in the diradical charac

and the relative ordering of the first closed-shell singlet a
lowest triplet states, the molecular geometries and cha
distributions must be considered. As dictated by electrone
tivity considerations and covalent atomic radii, theX– H
bond length increases in the following order: NH2

1→CH2

→PH2
1→SiH2 . The destabilization of small H–X– H angles

decreases in the same order, because the repulsion bet
hydrogen atoms is larger for short bond lengths. At la
angles, whenf1 and f2 are almost degenerate, the Hun
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rule favors a triplet coupling, and this is why the ground st
of NH2

1 and CH2 is a triplet. At small angles, when th
energy gap betweenf1 and f2 is large, one-electron ener
getic considerations prevail, and a closed-shell singlet
comes the ground state~PH2

1 and SiH2!. To summarize, the
degeneracy between the nonbonding orbitals decreases i
above sequence, and therefore the diradical characte
creases in the reverse order: SiH2→PH2

1→CH2→NH2
1 .

Calculations are performed using eight basis sets.85 The
geometries used to calculate adiabatic energy separation
summarized in Ref. 86.

1. CH2

Since experimental geometries61,87,88 are not available
for all four diradical states of CH2, we calculate adiabatic
excitation energies at the FCI/TZ2P optimize
geometries.60,86The SF models accurately describe the eq
librium properties of all these states, with the SF-OD geo
etries and frequencies being very close to those of FCI.29

Table II compares the adiabatic ST energy gaps ca
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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lated by the SF models and by CASSCF SOCI.33 As ex-
plained above, the SF models systematically overestim

DEST, the errors being smallest for theX̃ 3B1– b̃ 1B1 split-
tings. The absolute errors of the SF models against CASS
SOCI are rather small: SF-CIS overestimates the adiab

excitation energy for theb̃ 1B1 state by 0.37 eV, and for bot
1A1 states by 1.00 eV. As more correlated SF models
used, these errors become smaller: 0.10–0.25 eV for
CIS~D!, and 0.01–0.04 eV for SF-OD. Thus, for methyle
the SF-OD results are within 1 kcal/mol of those of CASS
SOCI.

Figure 3 presents the calculatedDEX̃ 3B1– ã 1A1
as a func-

tion of the one-particle basis set. The convergence of
SF-CIS model is rather fast. However, for correlated wa
functions very large bases are needed for the converged
sults. As Fig. 3 and Table II demonstrate, heavy polarizat
~e.g., three sets ofd-functions and two sets off -functions! is
necessary for accurate results. On the other hand, dif
functions, an increase inn-z beyond TZ, and polarization
beyond f -functions are less important. For example, t
SF-OD results in the TZ3P(2f ,2d) basis are within 0.02 eV
of the SF-OD/cc-pVQZ values@cc-pVQZ basis has the sam
number of f - and d-functions as TZ3P(2f ,2d), but it also
contains one set ofg-functions on carbon and one set
f -functions of hydrogen#. The less extensive cc-pVTZ basi
which contains two sets ofd-functions and one set o
f -functions on carbon, yields results within 0.06 eV of o
largest basis set, cc-pVQZ. We have also estimated the
limiting values of the ST gaps~see Sec. II B for details!. As
in the case of carbon~Sec. III A!, the three-point extrapola

tion CBS-3pa breaks down for theX̃ 3B1– b̃ 1B1 and the

X̃ 3B1– c̃ 1A1 transitions. TheDEST estimated by the two-
point procedure CBS-2p are suspiciously low. The thr
point extrapolation CBS-3pb gives reasonable values
DEST for all transitions. Thus, the methylene results confi
the conclusions based on the results from Sec. II B:~i! the
CBS extrapolation procedures should be used carefully
bases smaller than quintuple-z quality; ~ii ! CBS-3pb @Eq.
~11!# is more robust than CBS-3pa@Eq. ~10!# when using the
cc-pVDZ/cc-pVTZ/cc-pVQZ results.

The assessment of the accuracy of the SF models ag
the experiment is less straightforward. The SF-OD/cc-pV
results for the first and second singlet states deviate from
experimental values by 0.061 and 0.022 eV, respectively.
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVQZ numbers are off by 0.15 and 0.10 e
However, since the experimentally measured value is the
ergy separation between the zero-point vibrational levels
includes changes in ZPEs. These changes, estimated by
CISD frequencies,33 are about 0.017 and 0.005 eV for th

X̃ 3B1– ã 1A1 and theX̃ 3B1– b̃ 1B1 transitions, respectively
Therefore, the ZPE-corrected SF-OD/cc-pVQZ values
within 0.044 and 0.017 eV of the experiment~i.e., 1.0 and
0.4 kcal/mol, respectively!. The SF-OD values, obtained b
using the most stable CBS-3pb extrapolation, deviate
0.040 and 0.005 eV from the experimental values, and w
including ZPE corrections, they are within 0.023 and 0.0
eV from the experiment.

Table III compares the SF results against traditio
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~non-SF! methods. The TZ2P basis is used to enable co
parison against the FCI results.60 While in the FCI calcula-
tions one core and one virtual orbitals have been frozen
electrons/orbitals are active in present calculations.

The first three rows in the Table III present the ST ga
computed by the least balanced approach, e.g., by taking
difference between the total energies for the triplet and s
glet states calculated by the ground-state models. Here
consider the SCF, CCSD, and CCSD~T! methods. Note that
such a procedure is not capable of describing the open-s

b̃ 1B1 singlet. In general, it can be applied only to calcula
the energy gap between the lowest triplet and the low
closed-shell-type singlet state. However, in this case it is a
possible to evaluate the energy of the secondA1 singlet state
@even though this state is of the same symmetry as the low
singlet, the symmetries of orbitals in the reference deter
nant are different, e.g., (1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2 is the
Hartree–Fock determinant for theã1 A1 state, whereas
(1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(1b1)2 for c̃1A1#. Due to the inherently
unbalanced treatment of the singlet and triplet states
single-reference wave functions, only the correlated CC
and CCSD~T! methods yield accurate results forDEST for
ã 1A1 ~errors against FCI are 0.063 and 0.022 eV, resp
tively!. However, both methods are about 0.7 eV off for t
c̃ 1A1 state.

The next two rows in the Table III present results for t
B-CCD and B-CCD~T! models @the computational cost o
B-CCD/B-CCD~T! is similar to that of the CCSD/CCSD~T!
models#. Following the approach of Schreiner an
co-workers,52,53 the triplet state energy is calculated by usi
the spin-unrestricted wave function, the closed-shell singl
energy by using the spin-restricted wave function, and
energy of the open-shell singlet by using the sp
unrestricted spin-contaminated wave function. As expec
the B-CCD/B-CCD~T! results are almost identical to those
CCSD/CCSD~T!—both in terms of total energies and ener
differences. Thus, for theã 1A1 state the B-CCD/B-CCD~T!
errors against FCI are 0.063/0.022 eV, respectively. The
citation energy for the open-shell singlet state, however
about 1 eV off. Moreover, by definition89 this approach will
almost always place the open-shell singlet below the clos
shell one, thus reversing the states’ ordering in methylen

The next four rows in Table III present a more balanc
approach than the direct energy difference one, that is, w
the ST gaps are calculated by using single-reference exc
state theories. Even though the closed-shell reference
scription of the lowest singlet state is not very accurate
methylene, the cancellation of errors results in improved v
ues of the ST splittings. For example, the CIS value is clo
to FCI by 0.25 eV than the value calculated by SCF ene
differences. In the case of the correlated CCSD model,
improvement is less dramatic: 0.007 eV~thus, EOM-CCSD
error equals 0.055 eV!. More importantly, however, is tha
the excited state models can also describe the open-shel
glet state. Moreover, models which explicitly include doub
excitations~e.g., EOM-OD or EOM-CCSD! can even de-
scribe the second closed-shell singlet, even though such
scription is not very accurate~e.g., the EOM-OD values are
more than 1 eV off!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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By using the SF approach, the accuracy of sing
reference theories is considerably improved. Moreover,
three singlet states can now be described with a similar
curacy. For example, the SF-CIS error for the lowest sing
is 0.11 eV smaller than that of the CIS. Moreover, the sec
closed-shell singlet, which is not accessible by the non
CIS, is now described with roughly the same accuracy as
other states. The SF-OD results are within 0.04 eV from
FCI ones for all three singlet states. As Fig. 3 demonstra
this difference between the SF and non-SF models is sys
atic: regardless of the basis set used, all SF models are c
to the experimental value than the corresponding non-SF
proaches.

2. NH2
¿

Table IV presents the adiabatic energy separations
tween the ground tripletX̃ 3B1 state and the three low-lying

FIG. 3. Basis set dependence of the energy gap between theã 1A1 and

X̃ 3B1 states in methylene.EST values calculated by the single-reference~SF
and non-SF! and multireference~CASSCF SOCI! methods are compared
against the experimental value. For the DZP and TZ2P bases, the FCI re
are also shown. The convergence of theEST values with respect to the basi
set is rather slow for the highly correlated models, e.g., EOM-OD, SF-O
and the CASSCF SOCI. SF results are consistently closer to the experi
tal value~and that of the CASSCF SOCI! than those of the correspondin
single-reference non-SF methods.

TABLE III. Total energies~hartree! for the groundX̃ 3B1 state of CH2 , and
adiabatic excitation energies~eV! for the three singlet states.a

X̃ 3B1
ã 1A1 b̃ 1B1

c̃ 1A1

SCF 238.937956 1.236 2.772
CCSD 239.080919 0.545 2.054
CCSD~T! 239.083856 0.505 1.907
B-CCD 239.080815 0.545 0.467 2.054
B-CCD~T! 239.083859 0.505 0.315 1.907
CIS 238.92886 0.989 1.748
CIS~D! 239.05823 0.655 1.506
EOM-CCSD 239.08066 0.538 1.566 3.843
EOM-OD 239.08077 0.543 1.569 3.847
SF-CIS/TZ2P 238.93254 0.883 1.875 3.599
SF-CIS~D!/TZ2P 239.05586 0.613 1.646 2.953
SF-OD/TZ2P 239.08045 0.514 1.564 2.715
FCI ~Ref. 60! 239.066738 0.483 1.542 2.674

aFCI/TZ2P optimized geometries~Refs. 60 and 86!.
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singlet states of NH2
1 calculated in the TZ2P(f ,d) basis set

at the CISD/TZ2P(f ,d) optimized geometries.34,86 The dif-
ference between SF-OD and CASSCF SOCI34 does not ex-
ceed 0.04 eV. By including the ZPE corrections estimated
using CISD frequencies,34 the SF-OD value for the
X̃ 3B1– ã 1A1 transition is within 0.02 eV from the experi
mental result.62 The SF-CIS~D! error is also small and equal
0.08 eV.

3. SiH 2

Table IV shows the adiabatic energy separations betw
the ground and three excited states of SiH2 . The
CISD/TZ2P(f ,d) optimized geometries and the TZ2P(f ,d)

ults

,
n-

TABLE IV. Total energies~hartree! for the ground states of NH2
1 , SiH2 ,

and PH2
1 , and adiabatic excitation energies~eV! for the three low-lying

states.a

NH2
1

X̃ 3B1
ã 1A1 b̃ 1B1

c̃ 1A1 ( c̃ 1Sg
1)

SF-CIS 255.22731 1.673 2.151 4.375
SF-CIS~D! 255.37545 1.342 1.959 3.635
SF-OD 255.40259 1.305 1.941 3.419
CASSCF SOCIb 255.388368 1.281 1.935 3.380
Expt. 1.30660.010c

SiH2 X̃ 1A1
ã 3B1 Ã 1B1 B̃ 1A1

SF-CIS 2290.03701 0.503 2.199 3.945
SF-CIS~D! 2290.27260 0.776 2.122 3.850
SF-OD 2290.29961 0.866 1.994 3.537
CASSCF SOCIb 2290.166351 0.871 1.992 3.486
Expt. 20.9160.03d 1.928e

PH2
1

X̃ 1A1
ã 3B1 Ã 1B1 B̃ 1A1

SF-CIS 2341.55130 0.388 2.166 4.541
SF-CIS~D! 2341.71948 0.682 2.134 4.015
SF-OD 2341.74916 0.761 2.015 3.728
CASSCF SOCIb 2341.695054 0.760 2.009 3.686
Expt.f 20.7560.05 1.92

aCISD/TZ2P(f ,d) optimized geometries~Refs. 34–36, 86!, TZ2P(f ,d) ba-
sis set.

bCASSCF SOCI values are from Refs. 34–36.
cReference 62.
dReference 63.
eReference 66.
fReference 64.

TABLE V. Singlet–triplet (1D-3S) adiabatic energy separations~eV! in
selected diatomic molecules.a

Basis SF-CIS SF-CIS~D! SF-OD Expt.~Ref. 67!

NH cc-pVTZ 1.778 1.661 1.658 1.558
cc-pVQZ 1.764 1.611 1.605

NF cc-pVTZ 1.775 1.570 1.527 1.487
cc-pVQZ 1.770 1.531 1.491

OH1 cc-pVTZ 2.329 2.223 2.237 2.190
cc-pVQZ 2.323 2.178 2.189

O2 cc-pVTZ 1.445 1.089 1.076 0.980
cc-pVQZ 1.447 1.067 1.061

aExperimental geometries used~Refs. 67 and 91!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Equilibrium geometries for the
singlet ~upper values! and triplet
~lower values! states of benzynes
~bond lengths are in angstroms, angl
are in degrees, and nuclear repulsio
energies are in hartrees!. Structures are
optimized at the SF-DFT/6-311G*
level.
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basis,85 have been used.35,86As in the previous cases, SF-O
agrees very well with CASSCF SOCI.35 The difference is
less than 0.01 eV for theX̃ 1A1– ã 3B1 and X̃ 1A1–Ã 1B1

transitions, and 0.05 eV for theX̃ 1A1–B̃ 1A1 one. The ZPE
corrected35 SF-OD value for theX̃ 1A1– ã 3B1 transition is
within the experimental error.63 The corresponding value fo
the X̃ 1A1–Ã 1B1 transition is within 0.07 eV from the
experiment.66

4. PH2
¿

CISD/TZ2P(f ,d) optimized geometries36,86 and a
TZ2P(f ,d) basis85 have been used to calculate the adiaba
excitation energies in PH2

1 . Table IV compares the SF re
sults against the CASSCF SOCI ones,36 and the
experiment.64 As in the case of SiH2 , there is excellent
agreement between the SF-OD and CASSCF SOCI res
the largest difference being 0.04 eV for theX̃ 1A1–Ã 1B1

transition. The available experimental data are not v
accurate.64 However, they are in overall agreement with t
theoretical values.
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C. Diatomic molecules with a diradical singlet state

The set of diatomic molecules with a diradical sing
state~NH, NF, OH1, and O2! have been studied using th
cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ bases.90 The adiabatic1D-3S excita-
tion energies are calculated by using experimen
geometries.67,91 Table V compares the SF results with th
experimental values.67,91 Overall, the agreement between th
SF models and the experiment is very good: the SF-OD
pVQZ results for NF and OH1 are within 0.01 eV from the
experiment, whereas for NH and O2 the deviation is about
0.05 and 0.08 eV. The SF-CIS~D! numbers are within 0.04
eV from the SF-OD ones.

D. Benzyne

The ground state of the benzyne isomers is a closed-s
singlet state ofC1

s type @Eq. ~1! from Sec. I#: 1A1 in C2v ~o-
and m-benzynes! and 1Ag in D2h ~p-benzyne! symmetries.
The lowest excited state is a triplet state:3B2 in o- and
m-benzynes, and3B1u in p-benzyne~see Ref. 71 for analysis
of the molecular orbitals inp-benzyne!. The diradical char-
acter increases as the distance between the unpaired elec
TABLE VI. Ortho-, meta-, and para-benzynes. Total ground-state energies~hartree! and adiabatic excitation
energies~eV! to the lowest triplet state.a

o-benzyne m-benzyne p-benzyne

1A1
3B2

1A1
3B2

1Ag
3B1u

SF-DFTb 2230.77510 1.872 2230.74779 0.954 2230.72285 0.167
SF-CIS/6-31G* 2229.42629 0.960 2229.40348 0.118 2229.39737 0.014
SF-CIS~D!/6-31G* 2230.14905 1.406 2230.08006 0.701 2230.10905 0.095
SF-OD/6-31G* 2230.19490 1.490 2230.17066 0.696 2230.15415 0.174
SF-CIS/cc-pVTZc 2229.49504 1.007 2229.47187 0.166 2229.46472 0.014
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVTZc 2230.45684 1.548 2230.38757 0.842 2230.41234 0.092
SF-OD/cc-pVTZc,d 2230.50269 1.632 2230.47817 0.837 2230.45743 0.171
Expt. ~Ref. 72! 1.62860.013 0.91160.014 0.16560.016
D ZPEe 20.028 0.043 0.021
Expt.2D ZPE 1.656 0.868 0.144

aSF-DFT/6-311G* optimized geometries~see Fig. 4!.
b6-311G* basis.
ccc-pVTZ basis on carbon and cc-pVDZ basis on hydrogen.
dEstimated using Eq.~12!.
eCalculated at the SF-DFT/6-311G* level.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Thep system of TMM and the electronic configurations of the three lowest states.C2v labels are used at the ground state equilibrium geometry (D3h),
where the 1a2 and 2b1 orbitals are two degeneratee8 components. Two different distortions can lift the degeneracy between these orbitals~and the two lowest
excited states, i.e.,1A1 and1B2!: one is aC2v distortion, which leaves the molecule planar, whereas another involves a 90° rotation of one of the CH2 groups.
The former distortion stabilizes the 1a2 orbital and the closed-shell1A1 singlet state~shown on the left!, whereas the latter favors the 2b1 orbital and the
open-shell1B2 singlet state~shown on the right!. Note that at the twistedC2v geometry, theb1 andb2 labels interchange.
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increases in the ortho→meta→para sequence. The increa
in diradical character results in a singlet-triplet energy g
decrease in the same order. The strong diradical charact
the singletp-benzyne results in orbital instabilities for th
singlet state.71

Figure 4 summarizes the equilibrium structures of b
zyne isomers in their singlet and triplet states calculated
the SF-DFT method92,93 in the 6-311G* basis.94 We have
also employed SF-DFT to calculate ZPEs. Two pure ang
momentum basis sets are used in this subsection: 6-31G* ,95

and a basis composed of the cc-pVTZ basis on carbon
the cc-pVDZ basis on hydrogen.

Table VI shows the adiabatic energy splittings betwe
the ground singlet state and the first excited triplet state
the benzyne isomers. With ZPE corrections, t
SF-OD/6-31G* results foro- andm-benzyne are within 0.17
eV ~4 kcal/mol! of the experiment,72 and within 0.03 eV~0.7
kcal/mol! for p-benzyne. However, the corresponding c
pVTZ values estimated by the energy separability form
@Eq. ~12!# are within 0.03 eV~0.7 kcal/mol! of the experi-
ment for all benzyne isomers. The SF-DFT results dev
from the experimental values by 0.22 eV~5 kcal/mol!, 0.09
eV ~2 kcal/mol!, and 0.023 eV~0.5 kcal/mol! for o-, m-, and
p-benzyne, respectively.

We have also calculated the vertical excitation energ
for several low-lying states. Due to the extensive orbital
generacy, the density of the excited states is rather hig
benzynes. As a result, the open-shell singlet1B2 /1B1u @Eq.
~3!# and the second closed-shell singlet1A1 /1Ag @Eq. ~2!#
strongly interact with other excited states derived by exc
tion of electrons from thep system. In the energy interva
from 4 to 7 eV, there are about seven states including
quintet states. The detailed results will be reported e
where.

E. Trimethylenemethane „TMM…

Three basis sets have been used in this section:~i! the
DZP basis set;96 ~ii ! a basis composed of the cc-pVTZ bas
on the carbon and the cc-pVDZ on the hydrogen; and~iii ! the
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full cc-pVTZ basis set. The SF-DFT/6-31G* method92,93has
been used to calculate equilibrium geometries. We find t
~i! the ground state SF-DFT geometry is very close to
CCSD~T! one and~ii ! the relative structural changes betwe
states are very close to those predicted by MCSCF.

TMM is an example of a non-Kekule´ system: Even
though it is fully conjugated, each of its Kekule´ structures
has at least two non-p-bonded atoms. Thep system of TMM
is shown in Fig. 5: fourp electrons are distributed over fou
molecularp-type orbitals. Due to the exact degeneracy b
tween the twoe8 orbitals at theD3h structure, Hund rule
predicts the ground state of the molecule to be a triplet3A28
state. This is confirmed by both the experimental and th
retical findings.45–47,70,97,98

The vertical excited states are summarized in Table
(C2v symmetry labels are used!. The three lowest states ar
the diradical singlet states of Eqs.~1! and~2!. However, ex-
cited states that derive from excitation of otherp electrons
are also relatively low in energy. The first closed-shell sing
1A1 @Eq. ~1!# and open-shell singlet1B2 @Eq. ~3!# are degen-
erate at theD3h geometry~because of the degeneracy ofa2

and 2b1 orbitals!.99 The second closed-shell singlet 21A1

@Eq. ~2!# is followed by a pair of degenerate triplets,3A1 and
3B2 , obtained by excitation of one electron from the doub
occupied 1b1 orbital to thea2 or 2b1 degenerate orbitals

TABLE VII. TMM. Total energies~hartree! for the ground3A28 state and
vertical excitation energies~eV! for the low-lying excited states.a

3A28
1A1 /1B2 2 1A1

3A1 /3B2
5B2

SF-DFT~50/50!/6-31G* 2155.779717 1.049 3.404 6.103
SF-CIS/DZP 2154.90553 1.154 6.627 8.428 5.71
SF-CIS~D!/DZP 2155.43585 1.160 3.821 6.018 6.72
SF-OD/DZP 2155.51414 1.198 4.000 5.941 7.22
SF-CIS/cc-pVTZb 2154.91822 1.150 6.534 8.359 5.70
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVTZb 2155.54809 1.144 3.585 5.819 6.75
SF-OD/cc-pVTZb 2155.62016 1.180 3.864 5.963 7.20

aSF-DFT/6-31G* optimized geometries~see Fig. 6!.
bcc-pVTZ basis on carbon and cc-pVDZ basis on hydrogen.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Equilibrium geometries for the four lowest electronic states of TMM~bond lengths are in angstroms, angles in degrees, and nuclear repulsion en
in hartrees!. Structures are optimized at the SF-DFT/6-31G* level.
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Finally, there is a quintet5B2 state in which allp orbitals are
singly occupied.

The equilibrium structures for the four lowest states
TMM are summarized in Fig. 6.100 In accordance with the
Jahn–Teller theorem, the degeneracy between the clo
shell and open-shell singlets can be lifted in lower symme
The closed-shell singlet ofC1

s type is stabilized at the plana
C2v geometry, with one short C–C bond. The open-sh
singlet ofC3

s type prefers an equilibrium structure with on
long C–C bond and a 90° twisted methylene group. The
minimum of the open-shell singlet is aCs structure with a
pyramidized methylene group~e.g., the dihedral angle equa
79.0°!. However, the potential energy surface along the py
midization coordinate is rather flat, i.e., the energy differen
between theC2v twisted and the equilibriumCs ~79.0° pyra-
midized! structures is only 0.001 eV~0.03 kcal/mol!. Thus,
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for the sake of simplicity, we have used a twistedC2v struc-
ture as the equilibrium geometry for the open-shell sing
1B2 ~at this geometry, this state should be labeled as1B1!. As
mentioned in Ref. 45, this state has not been observed in
experimental photoelectron spectrum,70 because of unfavor-
able Franck–Condon factors, even though adiabatically
state is the lowest singlet state.

Table VIII summarizes the adiabatic excitation energ
of the three low-lying singlet states calculated by the SF a
MCSCF/MCQDPT2 methods~see Fig. 6 for equilibrium ge-
ometries!. Two different active spaces and three basis s
~see above! have been used in the multiconfigurational c
culations. The small (434) active space includes fourp
orbitals and four electrons. The larger (10310) active space
includes six additional carbon–carbons ands* orbitals and
six additional electrons participating in the C–C bonding.
TABLE VIII. TMM. Total energies~hartree! for the ground3A28 state and adiabatic excitation energies~eV! for
the low-lying excited states.a

3A28
1B1

1A1 2 1A1

SF-DFT~50/50!/6-31G* 2155.77972 0.745 0.866 3.397
SF-CIS/DZP 2154.90553 1.018 0.882 6.616
SF-CIS~D!/DZP 2155.43585 0.987 0.885 3.826
SF-OD/DZP 2155.51414 0.697 0.936 4.023
MCSCF~4,4!/DZP 2155.936880 0.643 0.843
MCQDPT2~4,4!/DZP 2155.423414 0.676 0.863
MCSCF~10,10!/DZP 2155.010122 0.704 0.834
MCQDPT2~10,10!/DZP 2155.422866 0.674 0.824
SF-CIS/cc-pVTZc 2154.91822 1.017 0.883 6.508
SF-CIS~D!/cc-pVTZc 2155.54809 1.025 0.893 3.570
SF-OD/cc-pVTZc 2155.62016 0.744 0.941 3.858
MCSCF~4,4!/cc-pVTZc 2154.949102 0.648 0.843
MCQDPT2~4,4!/cc-pVTZc 2155.541780 0.715 0.865
MCSCF~10,10!/cc-pVTZc 2155.023549 0.708 0.833
MCQDPT2~10,10!/cc-pVTZc 2155.538683 0.715 0.830
MCSCF~4,4!/cc-pVTZ 2154.959329 0.644 0.841
MCQDPT2~4,4!/cc-pVTZ 2155.571449 0.711 0.862
MCSCF~10,10!/cc-pVTZ 2155.033829 0.705 0.832
MCQDPT2~10,10!/cc-pVTZ 2155.568282 0.710 0.828
Expt. ~Ref. 70! 0.69960.006
D ZPEb 20.042 20.088 0.026
Expt.2D ZPE 0.787

aSF-DFT optimized geometries~see Fig. 6!.
bCalculated at the SF-DFT/6-31G* level.
ccc-pVTZ basis on carbon and cc-pVDZ basis on hydrogen.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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As seen from Table VIII, the MCSCF and MCQDPT
results are very insensitive to the active space and the b
set. For the3A28→ 1B1 transition, increasing the active spa
changes the MCSCF excitation energy by 0.06 eV~1.4 kcal/
mol!, while the perturbative correction decreases the imp
tance of the active space size and equalizes the excita
energies. For the3A28→ 1A1 transition, the situation is re
verse: while the MCSCF excitation energy does not dep
on active space size, the MCQDPT2 energy decrease
about 0.04 eV~0.9 kcal/mol! in a 10310 active space. The
basis set increase changes the MCQDPT23A28→ 1B1 excita-
tion energy by only 0.035 eV~0.8 kcal/mol!, while the3A28
→ 1A1 energy is unchanged. Moreover, there is practica
no difference between the mixed cc-pVTZ/cc-pVDZ and t
full cc-pVTZ basis sets.

The SF-OD results differ from MCQDPT2(10310) by
0.02 eV~0.5 kcal/mol! for the 3A28→ 1B1 transition, and by
0.11 eV ~2.6 kcal/mol! for the 3A28→ 1A1 transition. The
ZPE-corrected SF-OD results for the3A28→ 1A1 splitting de-
viate from the experiment by 0.15 eV~3.4 kcal/mol!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The SF approach describes closed- and open-shell
glet and triplet states within a single reference formalism
spin-flipping, e.g.,a→b, excitations from a high-spin triple
(Ms51) reference state for which both dynamical and no
dynamical correlation effects are much smaller than for
corresponding singlet state.28–30 In this work, several SF
models of increased complexity have been applied to ca
late vertical and adiabatic energy separations between
lying states of diradicals. Due to the single-reference na
of the high-spin triplet diradical states, the SF models yi
systematically more accurate results than their traditio
~non-SF! counterparts. Our results demonstrate that the
approach extends the scope of applicability of sing
reference methods from well-behaved systems~e.g., closed-
shell molecules around the equilibrium geometries! to situa-
tions plagued by electronic degeneracy, e.g., diradicals
bond-breaking.

For all the diradicals considered here, the SF varian
the EOM-OD model yields energy separations that are wit
less than 3 kcal/mol of the experimental or the highly ac
rate MR values. In most cases the errors are about 1 k
mol. Drawing from the performance of single-referen
methods for well-behaved molecules, we expect that a
turbative account of triple excitations will bring the corr
sponding SF-CC model into thechemical accuracy, i.e.,
,1 kcal/mol, range. The less computationally demand
SF-CIS~D! model consistently yields results that are with
0.1–0.25 eV of the SF-OD ones. Moreover, SF-CIS~D! can
be used to extrapolate the large basis set results of the m
computationally expensive SF-CC methods.

Regarding comparison with MR techniques, the follo
ing advantages of the SF approach are particularly attrac
~i! lower computational cost and scaling;101 ~ii ! the multistate
nature of the SF method, i.e., its ability to calculate seve
excited states at once, rather than in a state-by-state fas
~iii ! simpler formalism, e.g., the analytic gradient theory
Downloaded 21 Aug 2002 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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rather straightforward for the SF models—in spin-orbital fo
mulation, it is identical to the corresponding non S
theories;102–105 ~iv! the ‘‘black-box’’ nature of the~single-
reference! SF methods which do not involve active spa
and/or configurations selection.
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